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looked at me. The situation was getting desperate. We had no
papers beyond the wartime documents asserting that we were
decidedly alien.
The inspector was waiting. There was one of those ex-
tremely awkward silences. It emphasized a noise in the train
corridor.
"I say, old chap, some one is calling your name," chirped
up one of my British colleagues.
The name was not being called correctly but a voice un-
mistakably Welsh was giving the Welsh version of it in a pip-
ing, shrill tone. A little fellow who proved to be the Landore
station-master entered the car. He called the name again.
"Here I am!" I shouted, glad to have something to break
the tension.
It was a telegram. The inspector sidled up, breathing a liq-
uorful breath upon me as I read:
"Home Office at request of Foreign Office has telegraphed
permission for you and Pitney to proceed to Queenstown." It
was signed "Keen."
If you have ever had a hundred-pound weight lifted from
your neck, you know the feeling. Some would have broken
down and wept. For me it was a sudden relief from nervous
tension which had begun hours before in London. The most
immediate reaction was to cause a ten-shilling note to pass
from my hand into that of the little Welsh station-master.
What if he had been too indolent to search the train for me
with that telegram? What, in fact, would have been my posi-
tion if the booking agent had not detected my nationality at
the ticket window and had let me go to Fishguard regardless
of the "fly trap" at Landore?
Half an hour later the train halted on the quay at Fish-
guard. Above the hum of activity here, the hiss of steam from
the waiting steamer, and the bustle of scraping baggage and

